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The Second World War is raging overseas
when Carey Lindsay, a spunky nine year
old, is faced with a war of her own. The
story takes place in 1943 on the Home
Front,
a time when children
enthusiastically participated in the War
Effort while their parents followed
unsettling world events by radio and the
fear of polio gripped every American
community.
How do children living
through a period of war arrive at an
understanding of it?
How does one
particular family deal with the loss of a son
in battle and a daughter diagnosed with
infantile paralysis? How does the woman
on the hospital cleaning staff and a
no-nonsense physical therapist inspire this
girl to walk again? Careys new friends
include an African-American boy, a girl
trapped in an iron lung, and a refugee from
Nazi Germany, as well as other Polios who
facing daily challenges. Circumstances
require these children to draw upon their
weapons of inner strength.
President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and his March
of Dimes served as constant reminders of
Americas polio epidemics and provided
courage and inspiration for victims. Songs,
action heroes and other nostalgic references
to the popular culture of the 1940s vividly
bring back this bygone era. Careys story
will resonate with young readers and adults
who might be experiencing medical
challenges, as well as any one whose
family has been separated by war. This
realistic and poignant story does not shy
away from sadness and death. However, it
is also filled with the strength and support
of family love and the meaningful joys of
friendship. Characters reveal admirable
courage and resilence that will remain with
readers long after the book has ended.
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War on Disease, Part 1 - Attacking Polio - edHelper May 8, 2014 Dora Vargha: The World Health Organization has
declared polio as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern in the past Polio WHO Poliomyelitis Journal
List Bull World Health Organ v.78(3) 2000 PMC2560719. Logo of bullwho. Bull World Health Organ. 2000 78(3):
281282. PMCID: PMC2560719 Polio Wars: Sister Kenny and the Golden Age of American Medicine - Google
Books Result Title: Polio, war and peace : editorial / Kenneth Bush. Authors: Bush, Kenneth. Issue Date: 2000. Subject:
Poliomyelitis War Immunization Programs Mar 7, 2016 Despite a national emergency being declared, Pakistan is
failing miserably in its battle against polio. A total of 184 cases have been reported BOMBER SPRAYS ROCKFORD
WITH DDT IN POLIO WAR Sister Elizabeth Kenny came to the United States in 1940 to seek medical approval for
her new methods of polio treatment. (Sister was a designation for senior The War on Polio HuffPost Mar 5, 2015
Editors Note: This is the last of four articles on the forces that fueled polios resurgence in the shadow of war. Read Part
1, Part 2, and Part 3. Tronetti: Winning the war against polio - Florida Today challenging words: full-strength,
poliomyelitis, primeval, halted, forge, pictographs, incidence, onset, unprepared, breakthrough, suffering, founded,
tragedy, Polio Wars: Sister Kenny and the Golden Age of American Medicine Jun 7, 2013 Ali had been
administering polio drops all morning alongside his colleague Kaneez Fatima, as part of a vaccination drive overseen by
the Polio Wars: Sister Kenny and the Golden Age of American Medicine Pakistans Polio War - Journeyman
Pictures Sep 12, 2016 The CIAs use of polio vaccinations to find Osama bin Laden in 2011 has bred mistrust among
many Pakistanis. While the countrys polio cases Outbreaks of disease and war: polios history with conflict Dora
Sister Elizabeth Kenny came to the United States in 1940 to seek medical approval for her new methods of polio
treatment. (Sister was a designation for senior Jonas Salk Polio Cure Movie The Impossible War in Development
BOMBER SPRAYS ROCKFORD WITH DDT IN POLIO WAR. Rockford, Ill., Aug. 19 [Special]- This city was
sprayed from the air with DDT, the army s miracle Polio Wars - Naomi Rogers - Oxford University Press Special
Theme Polio Eradication. Editorials. Polio, war and peace. Kenneth Bush1. The central obstacle to polio eradication is
not technical. After 11 years of Special Theme Polio Eradication Polio, war and peace The central obstacle to polio
eradication is not technical, as evidenced in the successful eradication of polio from large parts of the planet. Rather, it is
the The War on Polio The Saturday Evening Post Polio, war and peace. - NCBI Apr 8, 2016 But for those fighting
the war on polio, it was the worst thing that Islamic extremists attacked polio workers more frequently, leading to an
PHIs About Polio: History of Acute Polio WHO fact sheet on poliomyelitis, a highly infectious disease caused by a
virus. The fact sheet includes key facts, global caseload, Global Eradication Initiative, Polio, war and peace. - NCBI NIH Nov 15, 2013 During World War II, polio epidemics in the United States were viewed as the countrys other war at
home: they could be neither predicted nor War on polio: Is it all spiraling out of control for Pakistan? - Pakistan
Oct 23, 2015 Pakistan remains the greatest impediment to a polio-free world. The link between the disease and Islamist
anti-immunisation campaigns is Images for Polio War Polio (Infantile paralysis or poliomyelitis) epidemics were a
concern during the summer months for children globally, with records of polio from the Egyptians and Pakistans polio
war - Financial Times With the emerging Cold War divided nations sought to keep their scientists separated, and few
countries dared to breach this gap. But for Kenny such Cold War Polio is on the rise in war zones worldwide - The
Washington Post Polio, war and peace [editorial] Jan 26, 2014 the battle against infectious disease requires
organization, resources and a plan. Wars and conflict push the other way: T hey disrupt basic Winning the War on
Polio in Pakistan Crisis Group Dec 13, 2016 Some still suffer from post-polio syndrome after being stricken in the
1940s and 50s. Polio War - Kindle edition by Juliet Mofford, Maida Kreis During World War II, polio epidemics in
the United States were viewed as the countrys other war at home: they could be neither predicted nor contained, and
none Buy Polio War: Read 1 Kindle Store Reviews - .
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